Intelligent Products of a New Era

The universal life force energy is the total of all essential frequencies and
information that are required for any physical and psychological action
of the human being.

The light quanta (photons) form fields that penetrate all human systems, and
transport and provide life force energy at an extreme speed.

Qi-Quant is the optimum energetic cell nutrition.
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New Pathways for your Health
Prevention, Regeneration &
Performance-Enhancement
The combination on of quantum physics, natural frequencies and knowledge about energetics forms the basis of
Qi-Quant energy regulation.
In energy medicine, it has long been known that biological life does not function on the metabolic processes of nutrients and oxygen alone. The influence of the Earth’s magnetic field, the sunlight spectrum and cosmic information
is a further basis of biological life.
These elementary energies and their frequencies ensure the energetic order and energetic provision in the human
organism.
Each individual cell is a self-contained life system and contains a certain energetic potential. This level of energy
is necessary for all processes within the cells and subsequently for communication with other cells. The energetic
potential is built up through the absorption of photons (light quanta) and stored in the cells. If the energy potential
sinks too low, then the cell can only carry out its intra- and extracellular functions to a limited degree, or perhaps
not at all.
Qi-Quant energy regulation provides the cells with photons (light quanta) at an optimal frequency via the energy
system (chakras), and so the energetic potential of the cells can be quickly brought to a very high level. This allows
for the reactivation of self-healing powers and enables fast cell- function-regulation. The effect of Qi-Quant energy
regulation can be seen as exclusively energetic and includes all known energetic recovery support.
(*See legal notice)
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Qi-Quant Technology
To create an optimal energetic well being zone and regeneration for humans – that is the motivation of developer
Harald Granzer. You can experience this with the unique Qi-Quant products.

Qi-Quant breaks new ground in quantum physics
After 17 years of research in the field of quantum physics, Harald Granzer has succeeded in developing a product
range of unique quantum-physical „energy products”.
Especially the many years of developmental work with Dr. Robert Becker and
the „Dr. Becker Institute” in New York, as
well as his intensive research exchanges
with world-renowned scientists, quantum physicists and biologists, such as Dr.
Bruce H. Lipton (stem cell researcher)
have led to the ground-breaking research
results on which the unique Qi-Quant
technology is based.
In the Qi-Quant labs, innovations and
new aspects of energy medicine are constantly being researched and integrated
into new Qi-Quant products.

Harald Granzer, Quantum physicist &
developer of Qi-Quant products

Qi-Quant Technology

Qi-Quant technology is a symbiosis of Tesla patents, knowledge on frequency therapy, energetics and the
latest „quantum-physical research”.
All Qi-Quant devices work with free (zero-point) energy and without electricity. The products regulate in an
energetically intelligent way, without having to be continuously re-tuned. The quantum fields that are generated contain all cell, earth, solar and cosmic frequencies, which ensure the natural regulation at all, levels in
the human body. In this way, the body’s self-healing powers are activated.
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TRANSFER PLATE
INSULATING PLATE
CARRIER PLATE
QUANTUM-PHYSICAL
IMFORMED MATTER
High-tech CONTROLLERS
AND PROCESSORS
FREQUENCY CONVERTER

www.qiquant-technology.com
The following components make up the unique Qi-Quant technology:
1. Quantum-energetic information matter
2. Quantum field generator
3. Frequency converter

How does Qi-Quant work?

The defined bio-information gained from 17 years of Qi-Quant research is modulated onto an ELF scalar wave. This information signal is strengthened and imprinted onto the carrier media in a Faraday cage via specially developed flat coil
formations.
The quantum field generator builds up the quantum field, stabilizes it permanently and regulates the field intensity.
The frequency converter implicates the information from the quantum-energetic materials in the built-up quantum field
and thus provides all the necessary frequencies.
All Qi-Quant products are manufactured by hand in Austria and Switzerland.
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Cell energy
through frequencies
Every human cell resonates with a certain frequency of
the Earth’s magnetic field, sunlight and the cosmos.
By supplying our cells with these optimal frequency
spectra, they can build up their energy potential to the
full.

SOLAR
FREQUENCIES

COSMIC
FREQUENCIES
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COSMIC
FREQUENCIES

EARTH
FREQUENCIES
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Lack of energy
due to daily stresses
Energetic interference fields and weak nutrients in water,
in the air and in our food cause the cells to oscillate more
slowly.
These in influences block the positive impulses of the ‘Vital Frequency Spectrum’ of the Sun, the Earth and the
Cosmos.

EMOTIONAL STRESS

DEVITALISED WATER
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FOODS THAT LACK ENERGY

E-SMOG

GEOPATHOGENIC INTERFERENCE FIELDS

ION DEFICIENCY IN THE AIR
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Low energy potential
disrupts cell function
and regulation

This can result in the occurrence of chronic and acute impairments to our well-being, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Physical pain
Tiredness
Lack of concentration
Listlessness
Sleep problems

POOR CELL DIVISION

POOR OXYGEN INTAKE
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LOW-FREQUENCY CELL OSCILLATION

POOR CELL COMMUNICATION

SLOW CELL METABOLISM
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HIGH ENERGY LEVEL

OPTIMAL OXYGEN INTAKE

HIGH-FREQUENCY CELL OSCILLATION

STRONG SELF-REGULATION
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Energy regulation
with Qi-Quant

VERY GOOD CELL METABOLISM

All Qi-Quant Energy Boards produce stable bio-energy
fields in which the optimal cell frequencies are made
available.

Qi-Quant energy brings the cells back to an
optimal energetic status.
As a result, self-healing powers are reactivated and fast
cell function regulation is possible.

FULL INFORMATION STATUS

FAST CELL COMMUNICATION
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Energy Board PRO
The Energy Board PRO is the perfect energy regulation in combination with forms of therapy which are received
lying down:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Massages of all kinds (e.g. healing, sports and meridian massages)
Craniosacral therapy
Physiotherapy
Foot reflexology
Acupuncture
Various energy treatments (e.g. Reiki, Pranic Healing)
Psychotherapy sessions

... to name but a few forms of therapy whose success is enhanced by the Energy Board PRO.

Energy regulation is gentle and has an effect
throughout the entire organism.
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• The Energy Board PRO can be positioned under a massage table if the construction of the table allows for it.
• Naturally, the Energy Board PRO can be positioned anywhere where the person can lie down.
Of course, it is recommended to place a so cover over the Energy Board PRO.
• The Energy Board PRO is based on 85% Earth frequencies and 15% sunlight frequencies.
• The quantum formation of the Energy Board PRO is a spherical quantum field.
• Deep physical relaxation and emotional release are the most common reactions and experiences
stated by users.
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Bright White & Bright Blue
The new intelligent Energy Boards
Gentle, pulsating energy fields activate your cell metabolism.
Daily application provides your body with energizing vital frequencies.

As support for therapeutic application for pains and injuries.

Too low energy potential disrupts cell function

Everyday energetic stress (electromagnetic interference fields, food that lacks energy, air pollution, emotional
stress, etc.) causes our cells to oscillate slower. This can result in chronic or acute discomfort, such as lack of concentration, listlessness, sleep problems, pains.
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For immediate Activation & Regeneration

The provision with the optimal vital frequency spectrum by the revolutionary Qi-Quant technology leads to an
immediate recharge of the energy potential in all cells of the body. Since the BRIGHT also serves as support for
therapeutic application for pains and injuries.

Powerful & creative

The BRIGHT provides the necessary energy for all daily challenges: at any age, at any place, private or in business.
For performance-enhancement in sports or at work – or simply for in between times. So that you can accomplish
all that you intend to.

Application

3 – 15 minutes, when required, simply sit or lie down on it.

Ex

The effects on our organism can be documented
with dark-field-microscopy and
heart-rate-variability diagnostics (HRV).
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The naturopath Denise Hintermayer has worked with dark-field-microscopy as a diagnostic option for many years
and has been able to repeatedly show enormous changes in the blood analysis before and after the application of
Qi-Quant Energy Boards.
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Qi-4-pets
The Energy Board for pets
This Board offers completely new solutions in the therapy of pets. Qi-4-Pets brings your pet into the optimal vibrational state. Staying on the Board leads to a harmonization of vibrations and the cells can regenerate in an optimal
way. Therapy with the Qi-4-Pets Board brings the life-force-energy (Qi) of the pet into the optimal energetic state,
self-healing powers of the pet are supported in the best possible way, anxiety and stress of the pet are reduced.

Cares for your Pet’s Balance

Pets, of course, also have an energy body besides their physical body. They also show blockages in their energy
system, which want to be released and harmonized.
While pets live their lives differently from us, they are also impacted by their experiences. Hence pets also experience traumas and psychological imbalances, and also karmic themes, mostly were created in relation with humans.
Pets also carry these memories that can be perceived as blockages in the energy system.
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Users report the following effects
•

Provides more balance, reduces stress and anxiety

•

Enables a better connection with the pet. Relaxation for the pet and the owner.

•

Promotes improved regeneration. Hence supports the health of pets.
Resolution of fears, traumas and blockages.

•

Activates and promotes cell metabolism, detoxification,
harmonization of digestion, improved intake of oxygen.

•

Promotes the strengthening of self-healing powers.

•

Helps with tensions and chronic pains:
sacroiliac joints, arthritis, muscle and joint pains.
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Refine the air you breathe with Qi-Quant
Bio-Ioniser Cosmic Ionic
Energetically clean air for your home, your living and working spaces

Everybody knows that great feeling you get after a long walk in the woods: your head is clear, your whole body is
full of fresh air. The next day you still feel strong and vital. Totally different to a day at the office, a long car or train
journey or after a flight.

Why does office air make you feel tired?

Oxygen in the air we breathe is only biologically active when it is ionised. That means that it has a negative electric
charge. Only negatively charged oxygen ions can react with the atoms in the body and give them new energy. In fully air-conditioned office air, there are 400 times fewer negatively charged oxygen ions than in the air in the woods.
Particularly bad ionic climates can be found in city centres, flats, restaurants, and especially in cars and on subways.

What are these ions?

Ions are molecules, which have lost or gained at least one electron. They are either positively or negatively charged
and thus polarised. Ions are always trying to maintain the balance. Negatively charged ions can attach themselves
to pollutants, allergens and various pathogens, which are positively charged, to make them harmless.

What effect do these ions have on humans?

Scientists and biologists have proven that negatively charged oxygen ions in the air we breathe are essential for our
metabolism. Breathing in ionised air delivers more oxygen to the blood, which means that organs can function better and improve cell metabolism. Negatively charged ions make it easier for the body to absorb oxygen, can revive
body cells, increase oxygen absorption in the blood and activate the metabolism.

You want to have that great feeling more often? In your home too, if possible?
Every day? Gift yourself with the innovative Qi-Quant technology and refine the air
you breathe with the Cosmic Ionic - Made in Austria!
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Ionised Oxygen protects

Certainly, a daily long walk in the forest would be ideal, as the needles of spruce, pine and fir negatively charge the
oxygen in the air. Other natural generators of ions are atomizing water particles at waterfalls or at the seashore.

The Cosmic Ionic provides
energetically clean air

The Cosmic Ionic is a technical device of modern physics to refine
the air you breathe without electricity.
Leading by example: the Qi-Quant Bio-Ioniser Cosmic Ionic is an exclusive high tech innovation. It produces zero emissions and hence
does not have any negative effects on our environment. Further
more, it operates without electrical power source, such as electricity, batteries, etc.

The revitalisation of the human energy system is increased enormously.
The following effects can be noticed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Harmonised and improved indoor climate
Enhanced focus and concentration
Improved creativity and memory
Enhanced physical well-being
Less tired on car journeys
Light-hearted feeling in all areas in working and living spaces with electromagnetic stress
Improvement with asthma and breathing problems
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Sleep healthily again
Paracelsus taught already 500 years ago: „A sick bed is a sure way to destroy your health.”
Chronic lack of sleep or severe sleeping disorders can lead to serious diseases such as depression or suffering of
the nervous system. The intensity of risks from the environment is often surprisingly high at home, especially in the
bed room.
The sleeping place is always at the centre of building biology readings, consultations and renovations. It is the place
where we spend most of our time and long hours.
It’s during the sensitive time of sleeping, that our body and psyche are most vulnerable. What is needed there is
relaxation and not tension.
The human being is a lot more sensitive during the regenerative passive sleeping phase at night than during the
waking state. The immune system, the regulatory function and vegetative procedures are on low flame during
that time. At night, the body repairs what has suffered damage during the day. At night, the constant exposure to
environmental stimuli, such as e-smog through WLAN, mobile phones, electrical lines, as well as geopathogenic
interferences through pressure or sonic waves coming from deep within the Earth and subtle energetic irritations
from water veins and grids needs to stop.*

How sensitive are you?

There are always people who claim they can sleep well anywhere. This is absolutely possible, as there are more
and less sensitive people among us. It actually is a good sign to be highly sensitive – even if it might not be perceived as such first – however highly sensitive people can fully trust their intuition and the reactions of their
body. Every sign, whether positive or negative, wants to communicate something to the human being. It leads
sensitive people to know if a sleeping place is good or bad. Less sensitive people do not receive these signs from
their body and often are seemingly well for a long time until a severe disease hits them.

* See legal notice on page 31
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The Qi-Quant Regeneration Plate
Regenerative sleep in the natural quantum field

In the quantum field of the Regeneration Plate, the human energy system has all cell frequencies and all important
regeneration frequencies at its disposal. The field strength of the quantum field is tuned in a way that the energy
system cannot be over-energised. The body’s own energy field only comes into resonance with the frequencies,
which are necessary for the optimal energy supply of the cells.
The effect of the Regeneration Plate on the user is exclusively energetic and includes all known energetic healing
support aspects, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Deep, regenerative sleep
Harmonisation for body, mind and soul
Elimination of energetic blockages
Opening of the energy flow
Protection from environmental stimuli

Night after night, the energy potential of the cells is gently rebuilt.
As a result, your regulatory system is back to full strength in the morning.
So you feel well rested, recovered and fresh for the new day.
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Office PRO
Our current office environment consists of a lot of electronic equipment, such as printers, wireless LAN, Bluetooth,
mobile phones, etc. These applications have become indispensible, however often generate extremely strong electromagnetic fields.
This can cause the following effects:
•
Tension
•
Fatigue
•
Headache
•
Drop in performance
•
Lack of concentration
•
Disturbed metabolism
•
Reduced vitality
•
Burn-out

Our solution: bring nature to your work place
The Office Pro below your office chair is the activator at your work place that provides all vital frequencies of our
life-force-energy and hence creates an optimal regenerative environment at work. It supports the body to be more
resilient to work-related stress, electromagnetic and other radiation exposure in our high-tech work environment.
The ionised field that the Office Pro generates equals a stay in untouched nature. Every cell of your body receives
these life- and energy-giving vital frequencies, so that you can easily manage intense pressure as well. You leave the
office refreshed and awake after a day’s work.
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Customers report the following about the natural vitality field
of the Office Pro
•	It creates a healthy surrounding.
•	Relaxation & regeneration at work.
•	Increases vitality.
•	Improves learning ability.
•	Improves metabolism.
•	Supports the immune system.
•	Reduces the burden of stress.
•

Decreases the risk for burn-out.

•	Increases concentration.

No external power source is needed

Simply mount the Office Pro to your office chair below the seat
and immediately enjoy the benefits of nature at your work place.

Medivital Healthcare conducted a study in the company Benefit Office Services using HRV measurements. The effects of
the Office Pro could be clearly measured and documented.
The medical technology provider Medivital Healthcare and the Network for Prevention recommend our Office Pro for
burn-out prevention and stress management.

Recommended by:
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Life-Force with the ReVital Tablet
The origin of our food

Healthy foods are increasingly in the consciousness of people nowadays. The quality of biologically processed produce depends on the quality of the source materials, which are crucial to maintain the natural life-force-energy in
foods in the form of biophotons. Bio-Chemists have been aware of this energetic quality of foods for many years.
Life is more than the sum of all ingredients!

From Dead Foods to „Alive“ Foods

Why does an apple plugged from our own tree tastes so much better than the same kind of apple that has been
grown on a commercial farm and has been on a road for a long time?
When plants grow in direct and indirect sunlight and in a nutrient-rich soil, they store this energy in the form of
biophotons. All kinds of pesticides, artificial fertilisation and farming can have a negative influence on the energetic
quality of our foods. Scientists have showed the importance of biologically high-quality foods for our health from
New Zealand in a far-reaching study in 1940.
With the ReVital Tablet it is possible to restore foods to biological high-quality. You can taste it!

Why ReVital Tablet?

ReVital stands for delight, quality of life and safety.
Use the power of nature with the unique quality of foods for your well-being!
The ReVital is based on the knowledge of information-transmission.
With the ReVital Tablet all foods and liquids regain their original lifeforce.
Dead foods are in a natural way transformed into ‚alive‘ foods, foods
for life. The ReVital Tablet does not need any service or maintenance.
Put foods and liquids directly or in glass or ceramic containers onto
the stainless steel surface of the ReVital Tablet. The nature-identical
vibrational information generated by the ReVital Tablet is directly
transmitted to the foods and liquids.
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Applications and Effects
Numerous customers confirm
that the use of the ReVital results in…
•
•
•
•

A significant enhancement of taste and smell
A noticeable harmonisation of all ingredients
An increased tolerance of many foods
Faster and richer growth of plants,
when the ReVital is used on seedlings

To energise foods, liquids and many other substances.
To delete the frequencies of toxins (clothes, shoes, beddings…),
of softening agents (toys, food containers), pesticides (fruits, vegetables),
heavy metals (foods).
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Water Alive
Whoever values a healthy modern lifestyle (in the sense of vitality, fitness and delight), and eats consciously, also
needs high-quality water. Water is our number 1 ‘food’ and the well of all life.
Revitalised water can initiate a deep cellular cleansing effect. The level of life-force-energy in the human body
increases. This happens not only when drinking, but also when showering or bathing with water that has been
revitalised with Water Alive. The regenerative potential of the cells increases! The water is noticeably softer and
gently nurtures skin and hair.
Water possesses the unique physical characteristic to absorb and store information and transmit it to its environment and surroundings. Water reacts to all kinds of vibration. Besides (biological) signals from nature, water also
absorbs artificial signals, such as electromagnetic interference fields. The good information is: all information that
water has absorbed on its way through the pipes can be deleted.
The water revitalisation system Water Alive, developed by Austrian inventor Harald Granzer in 17 years of research
and development, restores tap water in pipes with vibrational information back to its nature identic energetic quality. At the same time, all information in the water that is not good for our organism is deleted.

Graphic representation of water crystals. Photographed with the Emoto method (by Masaru Emoto in Zurich in 2005) under the
microscope with 300x magnification at a temperature of -5°C.

Zurich’s tap water...
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receives...

g

a new micro structure with Water Alive.

Why is the taste of water directly from the spring
perceived as much smoother than water that has
been carried through our supply network?
Water loses its natural characteristics when it is pressed at high pressure
into round pipes and forced to flow along a straight line. Due to this continuous pressure, the crystalline structure, the liveliness and the electromagnetic power of the water are destroyed and the biophoton percentage
per water molecule is drastically reduced.
Water Alive increases the level of biophotons in water. In this way, water gets physically energised. With Water Alive, tap water has the same
characteristics as fresh ‘alive’ spring water. The water molecules are restructured and water receives a ‘crystalline structure’. You can enjoy your
revitalised tap water as ‘fresh from the spring’.

Water Alive is based on the knowledge of information transmission. Water
Alive brings water into a biologically precious, very high inner order and
stability. Due to the improvement of the water structure, the self-cleansing-ability and resilience of water increases. Water gets stabilised and
biologically upgraded in a natural way.
Water Alive devices operate with free zero point energy, without electricity or chemical additives. Water Alive appliances do not require service nor
maintenance. Cables are used to transmit the vibrational information that
is generated in the Water Alive directly onto water-bearing pipes.
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Numerous customers confirm that Water Alive is best suited to be applied and used for the following:
•

Foods and Liquids (healthy nutrition is based on high-quality water)

•

Shower and Bathing (the ‘gentle wellness-water’
becomes a well of refreshment)

•

Flower garden and kitchen garden (plants love Water Alive
and gratefully grow abundantly)

•

Wellness and Spa (customers report that revitalised swimming pool water
is gentle to skin and hair, and the risk of sore eyes and the odour of chlorine
is greatly reduced due to less chlorine required)

•

Animals (Water Alive has positive effects in animal husbandry, the animals drink more and are more resilient)

•

Farming (after 1.5 years of experience, a farmer in Tirol reports faster growth and more resilient plants, higher yields;
laying hens that show more beautiful feathers, live longer and lay more and higher quality eggs; healthier cows with
less udder inflammations)

•

Food production (water is an essential ingredient in almost all products and greatly influences product quality;
our customers report a noticeable improvement in taste, e.g. baked goods).

Use the power of nature with the unique water quality for your well-being!
Also in your household:
•

No more limescale on faucets and perlators

•

Kettles are easy to clean

•

Less skincare products are required due to softer water

•

Reduction of household cleaning products

•

No more regeneration salt in the dishwasher

•

Less limescale on glass

•

Water is noticeably easier to drink
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Legal notice
The technology presented here has still not fully been accepted by the school of medicine and the school of thought.
Free energy and the polarised vibrations and frequencies connected to it are seen as irrelevant when it comes to having any influence on
the human organism. The entire sector of energetics is still incomprehensible for classical science.
Consequently, Qi-Quant products are not healing products, and we emphasise that Qi-Quant makes no promises of any healing whatsoever.
The use of Qi-Quant® products is not a therapy in a medical context and cannot replace a consultation with a doctor or alternative health
practitioner.
In conventional science, both the existence and the pathogenic (geopathogenic) effects of water veins and earth radiation, as well as the
effects of global grids, are not recognised. Therefore, protective measures are not seen as necessary.
In current scientific standards, electrosmog, and especially electromagnetic fields, mobile phone radiation or Wi-Fi are not seen as harmful to the organism’s health.
We are therefore obliged to point out that our products, according to current scientific knowledge, can have no healing effect.
The manufacturer and the Qi-Quant research team
Photos: Qi-Life-Energy GmbH, fotolia.com
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Your Qi-Quant Expert Consultant:

QLE AG
Landstrasse 123
FL-9495 Triesen
qle@swissmail.com
www.qi-quant.com

Intelligent Products of a New Era

